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About This Game

* NOTE: THIS GAME IS STILL IN DEVELOPMENT. BATTLE ROYALE & TRAFFICKING MODES ARE STILL IN
DEVELOPMENT. SCROLL DOWN TO BATTLE ROYALE TEST SERVER FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT

BATTLE ROYALE PLAYABILITY *

Explore the depths of the international narcotics trade by engaging in combat as either a member of one of the most dangerous
cartels or as an elite member of one of the world's Military DEA units. Your first customizable character that will be available is

your Military DEA character.

ONLINE PLAY: Experience intense, first person action as either a special Military DEA operative or choose the other side of
the drug war and play as a member of the cartels.

TRÁFICO's main game mode 'CHAOS' features a vast open world that engage players in direct combat with each other online.

'CHAOS' GAME MODE FEATURES:

* Online multiplayer team-based combat & FFA combat (up to 100 players per server!)

* First & third person perspectives

* Large open world map
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* Respawnable map locations

* Lootable weapons hidden throughout the environment

* First location: Cerros, Peru

TRÁFICO aims to further the scope and vision of what is possible in competitive shooters. Bring your A game!

DEVELOPERS: Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez, Sean A. Bauer
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Title: TRAFICO
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Publisher:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel i3 4160 / AMD A-4000 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 (2 GB) / Radeon r7 250 (2 GB) or equivalent

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: 5.1

English
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Let me start by noting that the subject/story/art of this game is quite good, from what I was able to make myself play through
the horrible mechanic mistakes/deficiencies:

1) When started, the game loads in window mode (which doesn't align the view properly, and partially cuts it off), which is a
deal breaker for a creepy themed game. *Note: This is not a tragedy*, because there IS fullscreen mode, but you don't find out
about this until you start the game, because there is no indication of such a feature on the title screen.

And the reasons I refunded this game:

2) Once you enable fullscreen, it's bogus. I cannot understand how you could not have stretched the view to true fullscreen,
rather than just fill up the screen space with black. Really annoying on high resolutions; no excuse for a game released after
1997.

3) WASD movement controls are very standard in games like this (expecially when mouse is an option). This game uses those
buttons for item hotkeys (some consumable, making for super annoying re-training of standard keyboard usage). and...

4) I tried to change the controls, and the control mapping screen makes no sense. And even if I tried harder to decipher it,
definitely doesn't allow you to set WASD for movement.

*Conclusion:* I know a lot of work and passion must have gone into this game, and it definitely could be good, which is why it's
a shame that such sloppy basic mechanical mistakes and details ruined it.. Pros:
+ Good clean graphics
+ Good character design
+ Humor
+ Power-up system and money system
+ Good music

Cons:
- Basic moves
- No impact to the moves (weak feeling when punching enemies and throws)
- Unsatisfying sound FX
- No jumping & running
- Repetitive
- Time limit
- Short boards
- Too easy, enemies die fast
- Auto-aiming: your character moves to the enemy automatically
- Options are limited in menu: No screen options and difficulty setting

It's just an average Beat'em-up game. It's not bad, but it doesn't stand out compared to others. It looks fresh and clean on the
outside, but it is repetitive and gets boring for me. It's a little better in Co-op play. I can see that it would be a good time waster
to play on a phone, but for a PC or console game, it needs to be a lot more. One of the disappointing aspects of the game is the
impact of hits and throws. I feel like I'm punching or tossing feathers, so it doesn't feel satisfying. You'll get power-ups and
special moves during the game, but it didn't change the feeling for me. The appearance of the game is great, it just needs to be
more innovative and have more impact when playing.. in somewhere on internet i read its like the lost vikings, its not, trash for
me. Very very similar to Towerfall. But that's not a bad thing, because Towerfall is great.. Even the tutorial does not work!.
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Decided to finally pick this one up after having it sitting in my wishlist for some time. Having checked "how long to beat" (5-6
hours) and the reviews I decided that it looks like my cup of tea and I am happy to have been proven right.

I was looking for a game that would scratch the "Legend of Grimrock" or "Dungeon Master" itch while not being overly long.
This game met those criteria. Yes the story is simple but it set my expectations correctly with its description and price point.

Pros:
 * looks good
 * combat happens within the game (some games take you to a separate battle scene)
 * seems polished - didn't encounter any bugs (not finished yet but close to it)
 * music matches the game nicely
 * quality better than what I expected for the price

Cons:
 * swapping spells in combat is annoying and feels like a needless obstruction that only takes away from the game and only saves
UI space. All boils down to how quickly you click/drag.
 * Would be nice if you could skip/shorten the sleep screen/load/animation

Generally happy with the game and look forward to future titles.. Pretty fun little game. One of the most boring clicker games...
basically, after the first few upgrades, you never need to click again, as idle mode (online) will be much faster than you can ever
click. Worst, there is no tutorial, no welcome or anything, nothing is explained, and nothing changes from start to finish of the
game.
There are some nice unlockable music pieces, and some hidden codes, but thats all and does not save the main game, which is
aboslutely boring (and there is no offline mode either). 2/10. Avoid!
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Quite brief but great and a bit scary adventure game! Highly recommend for the ambiance. The final scene with the crawling
girl who eats you with her eyes and is ridiculously fast is quite intense. The graphics and platform layout reminded me of
Maniac Mansion 1.. nice game, huge potential...... but just too damn hard! C'mon, guys, make it easier and more interesting!
Please!. I, tried to like this game. I love games that use your music on your hard drive to create an experience. But thats only if
the game can make something intense of it.

It's pretty, i'll give it that. but beyond that, I can't say much more about this game.

Maybe in the future i'll give it a shot, but now, It's just not for me.

I played it in regular desktop mode. Who knows, maybe the vr mode is good but i can't like this game as of now.

That however, is my opinion on the matter, and should not affect your decision on buying this game. But do buy it on sale..
Great game. Remenbers the good old days of sega beat em ups.. Even though it is devilishly hard theres a certain addiction that
wants you to do that (Just one more level go) .For the money i'm not complaining.
It reminds me how a lot of todays games are so much easier to complete than the oldies.(Remember buy the fishing rod). Pretty
good recording software. I had to mess with the format the files were written in due to conflicts with my editing program. Other
than that it has always worked great for me.. It's a decent little NES style classic sorta game, you just platform around and punch
spooky enemies, would be better if there were powerups or more weapons because it feels a bit too basic if you ask me. Still
though if you're looking for a classic experience its definitely worth trying, probably best to get it on sale though.
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